
Instructions for authors 
Petroleum Science is the only English-language journal in China covering 

petroleum science and technology.  It is intended for professionals engaged in 
petroleum science research and technical applications all over the world, as well as 
the managerial personnel of oil companies. It covers petroleum geology, petroleum 
geophysics, petroleum engineering, petrochemistry & chemical engineering, 
petroleum mechanics and economic management. It aims to introduce the latest 
results in oil industry research in China, to promote cooperation in petroleum science 
research between China and the rest of the world, and to build a bridge for scientific 
communication between China and the world. 

To help us publish papers of high quality as quickly as possible and to be able to 
benefit of SpringerLink’s OnlineFirst feature guaranteeing speedy publication times, 
please read the following requirements carefully before submitting a manuscript. 
 
1. The manuscript must be written in English, but a Chinese version can be enclosed 
with domestic manuscripts in order to help us understand the original meaning 
correctly when marking up, editing and proofing. If the Chinese manuscript has been 
submitted to a Chinese-language journal or was already published, please notify us 
immediately with the full bibliographic citation; in case you have the intention to 
publish the Chinese manuscript later, please let us know as well as this might affect 
copyright issues as well as other important issues. Petroleum Science strives to 
publish exclusive, research papers or review papers. The paper must be related to 
petroleum science and technology. The English manuscript requires accurate wording, 
and the expressions should be consistent with customary grammar. Try to use simple 
sentences to ensure clear expression. 
 

2. Authors are requested to send the Chinese and English manuscripts in Microsoft 
Word format by post to the following address: Editorial Office of Petroleum Science, 
P. O. Box 902, Xueyuan Road No.20, Beijing 100083, China or as an attachment to 
an E-mail to ps0092@163.com. The subject of the Email should be "contribution".  

To help us review your manuscript in time, the e-mail should include a covering 
letter which should contain the following information:  
The discipline from the following list which best describes the manuscript (petroleum 
geology and geophysics, petroleum engineering, petrochemistry and chemical 
engineering, petroleum mechanics, petroleum economics and management), the title 
of the paper and detailed contact information for the author (mailing address, 



telephone number and e-mail address). 
 
3. The manuscript should have the following components:  
title; name(s) of the author(s); affiliation(s) of the author(s); abstract; key words; main 
body of text; (acknowledgement;) references; 
 
(a). Title. An accurate and concise title should describe the core content of the paper. 
(b). The authors’ names use Chinese pinyin form. The family name of the author 
comes before the given name and all letters are capitalized, for example, ZHANG 
Xiaoguang, WANG Yan. The number of authors can be one or more. Please indicate 
the name and e-mail of the corresponding author in a footnote.   
(c). Author affiliations. Please provide the affiliation(s) of the author(s) as precisely as 
possible, such as School of Petroleum Engineering, China University of Petroleum, 
Beijing 102249, China. The authors’ names in different affiliations should be marked 
superscripts using Arabic numerals. 
(d). Abstract. The abstract should summarize the main topics of the paper and provide 
readers an overview of the scope of the article.. It should contain a short summary of 
the field of research, objectives, methods, results and conclusions, but it should not 
contain symbols, illustrations, tables, references, formulas and any undefined 
abbreviations. 
(e). Keywords. 5-10 keywords should be given.  
(f). The text of the paper should be divided into sections, each with a heading 
numbered consecutively using Arabic numerals. Please use the decimal system of 
headings with no more than three levels.Only the initial word and any proper nouns in 
a heading are capitalized. 
(g). Citations. Cite references in the text by name and year in parentheses..  
(h). Reference list. The list of references should only include works that are cited in 
the text and that have been published or accepted for publication. Personal 
communications and unpublished works should only be mentioned in the text. Do not 
use footnotes or endnotes as a substitute for a reference list. Reference list entries 
should be alphabetized by the last names of the first author of each work. 

References published in Chinese must be translated into English and labelled “(in 
Chinese)” or “(in Chinese with English abstract/summary)” at the end of the reference. 
Please note that references to articles published in Chinese should be limited and be 
replaced by citations to references in English if available. References to Chinese 



articles might lead to less usage and fewer citations of your article. 
Examples: 

(1) Book:  
Borko H and Jones W. Formation of Subtle Reservoirs in Continental Faulted Basins. 

Beijing：Petroleum Industry Press.1978. 1-19（in Chinese） 

References to books: if possible please cite a specific chapter of the book you make 
reference to as these references will be resolved by CrossRef. As an example: 

Guille V et al. Colloidal macrostructure of crude oil. In: Appell J and Porte G: 
Trends in Colloid and Interface Science IX; Progress in Colloid and Polymer Science. 
1995. 98: 180-183  
(2) Journal:  
Robert H. Ultramafic rocks. Geology. 1990. 27(4): 7-14 

Pay attention to the style of author’s name: In the reference list, it is full name of 
the surname + initial of first name and within the text only the surname is used. 
Examples are given below:  

1) For only one author, the name in the reference list:  
Wang D Y.…………… 
the citation in the text:  
(Wang, 1990); 
2) For two authors, the names in the reference list:  
Wang D Y and Zhang X L.…………… 
the citation in the text:  
(Wang and Zhang, 1990); 
3) For three authors, the names in the reference list:  
Wang D Y, Zhang X L and Ren S L.…………… 
For more than three authors, the names in the reference list: 
Wang D Y, Zhang X L, Ren S L, et al.…………… 
For three or more than three authors, the citation in the text:  
(Wang et al, 1990); 
When two or more than two references are cited in the same place, the citations 

should be separated by semicolon, such as (Wang and Zhang, 1990; Robert et al, 
1998). If the citation forms of two references are the same except the year, the 
citations can be written as (Wang and Zhang, 1990; 1998). But if the citation forms of 
references are different, the citations should be listed one by one, such as (Wang and 
Zhang, 1990; Wang, 1998; Wang et al, 2006). 



The names of book, article, press and journal must be consistent with the original 
translation. 

 
4. Quantities and units. Please always use internationally accepted signs and symbols for 
units, so-called SI units. Chemical compounds should be named according to the systematic 
rules of the IUPAC or Chemical Abstracts. 
 
5. Abbreviations must be defined the first time they are used and used consistently thereafter.. 
 
6. Illustrations. Line drawings should have a minimum resolution of 1200 dpi. Check 
that all lines and lettering within the figures are legible at final size and translated into 
English. All lines should be at least 0.1 mm (0.3 pt) wide. Vector graphics 
containing fonts must have the fonts embedded in the files. 
Halftones (Photographs, drawings, or paintings with fine shading, etc.)should have a 
minimum resolution of 300 dpi. If any magnification is used in the photographs, 
indicate this by using scale bars within the figures themselves. 
Please make sure that the size of figures (including plates) does not exceed the size of 
a printed page.  
 
7. Please keep a copy of the manuscript. The editorial office will give an immediate 
acknowledgement upon receiving the manuscript and inform the author by e-mail 
whether the manuscript has been accepted within 90 days. Do not submit the same 
paper to other journals during this period; in case you decide to withdraw your 
manuscript submission, you need to inform us immediately. 
 
8. The author takes sole responsibility for the content of the English and Chinese 
manuscript if also submitted. For the English manuscript, editor has the right to 
modify on English grammar. However, the editor must ask for author’s permission if 
modifying the paper substantially.  
 
9. Petroleum Science is abstracted/indexed in CNKI, Wanfang Data, ChinaInfo, SCIE, 
CAS, AJ, PA and CSA.  
 
10. Authors are requested to follow the copyright policy of the journal. For details, 
please refer to the copyright information and the Copyright Transfer Statement at 
www.springer.com/12182.    



11. After print publication, two complimentary copies of the journal will be supplied 
to the corresponding author. The journal currently imposes no page charges on 
authors. 

 
If you have any questions, please call the editorial office on 8610-82375872, 

8610-82370092 or 8610-89734040, or email to ps0092@163.com. 



http://www.springer.com/journal/12182


